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In 1978 a group was brought together
by Robert G Grantham, a current Life Member
of ACAM, to form the Atlantic Canada
Aviation Museum Society. The Atlantic
Canada Aviation Museum, as we now know it,
was formed immediately after.
Now, some 35 years later, this volunteer
Museum has grown to be a significant
preserver of the rich aviation history of this
region. Thanks to the dedicated efforts of so
many who volunteer their time and efforts, the
Museum continues to develop and to provide
Nova Scotia with a volunteer institution of
which it can be truly proud.
The year 2012 saw continued
improvements in the Museum displays and
restorations. Unfortunately December also saw
the passing of long time Curator, and Museum
founding member, Reg Clarke. His dedication
will long be remembered.
CHAIRMAN’S COMMENTS
“With spring in the near future, once
again it is time to get our hands dirty at the
Museum. One big project is the fabrication of 70
plus pylons to hold the new barrier chain that
will enclose our display aircraft, aero engines,
and other large items.

Continued work on the L-19, Canso,
Argus simulator, and various engines is also
taking place.
Other projects will include new displays,
completing ones already started, organizing the
amazing Reg Clarke collection of models, photos,
books, and other historical items. Reg, you will
be missed, and yes, we will take good care of your
collection and display it in the manner that it
deserves.
Dave McMahon
GENERAL MEETING
A general meeting of the Museum will
be held on Wednesday, March 27th at the
Beaver Bank – KINSAC COMMUNITY
CENTRE - at 1583 Beaver Bank Road, Beaver
Bank, N.S. Doors open 7:00 – Meeting 7:30PM
The guest speaker will be Mr Ken
Beanlands – retired from Newfoundland Lands
and Forests after a 42 year career. He began his
career in Nova Scotia with the Lands and
Forest Department but, after being exposed to
Newfoundland’s loan of Canso Water Bombers
to N.S., he went to Newfoundland for the
summer and made his career there.
Ken has had a fascinating career, is a
pilot, has been an aircraft owner, and has also
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been involved with the recovery of Hurricane
and other aircraft wrecks
He has a slideshow presentation, is an
excellent speaker, and we are indeed pleased he
has agreed to be with us.

In 2003 he was honoured by the
Museum in recognition of his 25 years of
dedicated service as he retired from the
Curator role.

This is chance to also hear about the
progress of your Museum and to meet again
with others who share your interest in ACAM.
Our thanks go to Brian Chappell for
making the arrangements for the location and
the guest speaker. We hope for a large
attendance.
Refreshments will be served.
Brian’s directions to the meeting
location follow:
photo-Rob MacIlreith

Turn onto Bedford Hwy or Hwy 101
West from Bedford interchange at TCH 102.

Reg and Joyce – 2003

Continue onto Hwy 101 – 4.7 Km to
Beaver Bank Road exit off 101 - then turn onto
Beaver Bank Rd (signs for NS-354 N)
Destination will be on the right – 8.7 Km
- 1583 Beaver Bank Road – Beaver Bank, N.S..
REG CLARKE
It was with the greatest of regret that
members and supporters of ACAM learned of
the passing of long time Curator Reg Clarke at
the QEII Hospital on December 25th following a
severe stroke.
When the Museum was founded Reg
immediately became Curator.
Since then Reg has been fully involved
in all aspects of the Museum operations serving
many years as Curator as well as in many
administrative roles including primary contact
with other Museums, Museum Associations,
and Municipal and Provincial Governments.
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Since then he has continued fully
involved in ACAM affairs – his home was a
virtual extension of the Museum.
If one called his home the first greeting
would be from Joyce – he would be summoned
from his basement workspace – and then, while
waiting, one would hear of the latest exploits of
“my Reggie”. The love and respect this
wonderful couple, married for some 60 years,
had for each other was always so obvious.
Reg served for many years with the
RCAF Auxiliary in radar operations also as an
instructor with the Air Cadet movement.
He loved everything aviation related – in
the words of Chairman Dave McMahon – “I
don’t think I have ever met anyone with as much
passion for aviation as Reg”.
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MEMBERSHIPS
And in the words of long time Museum
member Dr John Christie – “Certainly the most
knowledgeable aviation historian in N S and
beyond” - and - “it is certainly true to say that
without him there would not have been a viable
Society or Museum”.

Once again it is time for membership
renewals.
A convenient form is provided at the
end of the Newsletter – Membership rate
continues at $25.00 single and $30.00 family.
Our paid membership arrangement is
provided to allow those who are unable to take
part directly in Museum activities to let us
know of their continuing interest and to make a
useful contribution to our revenue needs.
Membership cards are sent to let you
know your payments have been received
Your support is encouraging and helps
offset the cost of producing and distributing the
Newsletter.

photo – Dave McMahon

In the cockpit of a CF-18
Reg was employed with M T & T for 46
years beginning in administrative support roles
and retiring as a Certified Engineering
Draftsman with supervisory responsibilities.
Unknown to many, Reg was an
accomplished drummer having once had his
own band. He also, on one occasion, played
with Don Messer’s band at an event where the
regular drummer became unavailable!
Reg was dedicated to his church having
served as an elder for many years.
Throughout all these years he has been
virtually the heart and sole of ACAM’s
operations.
We have been so fortunate
HE WILL BE MISSED
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A FLIGHT INTO HISTORY
On August 26th, 2013 the last of the
Forest Protection Limited TBM Avenger fleet
was flown from Fredericton to its new home at
the Shearwater Aviation Museum (SAM).
For over 50 years TBMs have protected
the forest resources of the Province of New
Brunswick.
It was very much an emotional event for
all who have been associated with the operation
of these wonderful old aircraft over their years
of service in N B .
One who was present was retired RCAF
member, former FPL Chief Pilot, and ACAM
member John (JJ) Lavigne. He commented –
“I loved those aircraft – it was a joy to fly – still
had that military smell – its true that I shed a
tear as it flew away”.
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photo - JJ Lavigne
photo – via JJ Lavigne

Tanker 23 on the ramp – ready to go

JJ Lavigne and Tanker 23
#23 was flown to Halifax by retired Air
Force Major Dave Wilson. With a long service
career flying jet aircraft, including service with
the Snowbirds, Dave’s continued aviation
career has included a number of years flying
FPL’s fire fighting Air Tankers. Dave is also a
member of ACAM.
His Air Tanker experience includes
some 100 hours flying TBM’s.

Accompanying Dave on the flight was
John Webber, SAM Chief Engineer.
It is significant that Tanker 23 was
acquired by the Royal Canadian Navy in 1950
as RCN 303 operating out of Shearwater until
its disposal. It was purchased by FPL in 1989
as it was acquiring its own fleet.
In commenting on the flight to Halifax
Dave noted – “I had planned a couple of low
approaches on arrival at Shearwater so the
former crews could listen to the sound of the
engine one more time but somewhere over Minas
Basin abeam Wolfville the engine gave a couple
of unusual bangs that were rather un-TBM like
so I decided that an overhead pitch and landing
would probably be the order of the day”

photo – JJ Lavigne

Dave Wilson and Tanker 23
Dave comments – “ I enjoyed flying the
airplane, it was a good solid bomber though the
care and feeding of that old engine kept a fellow
busy”.
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photo – Mark Peapell
Tanker 23 over Shearwater
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ACAM has been fortunate indeed to
have had the assistance of “Feminine Touch
Truck Lettering & Signs” of Fredericton. The
business is operated by Debbie Ferris-Bates
and offers everything from motorcycle and
antique automobile detailing through to
signage and large truck designs of the most
complex and original type.
Debbie is also an accomplished artist
specializing in pet portraits.

photo – Mark Peapell

On the Shearwater ramp
It is understood that SAM’s intention is
to restore the aircraft to its RCN configuration
in which it will be displayed.
For many years many of us have had the
privilege of seeing these aircraft in flight and to
hear the wonderful sound of that big Wright
R2600-20 engine. Unfortunately that will no
longer be the case.
The 60 year period in which TBMs were
present in Maritime skies was certainly
significant in our aviation history.

photo – Frank MacLoon

When our TBM restoration was coming
to a conclusion, and the beautiful paint job had
been undertaken voluntarily by Gerry Wilcox,
we were faced with duplicating the very
effective but complex lettering and trim lines of
the FPL aircraft.

Recognizing that - our next Newsletter
will feature a full article detailing the roles
played by this great wartime aircraft during
those many years.
OUR SUPPORTERS
It is a certain fact that volunteer
operated aviation museums could not operate
without the donated support they receive from
so many businesses and individuals.
Our Museum is no exception to this and
it has, over the years, had incredible support
whenever it was most needed.
One very good example of this is the
need to apply correct lettering and decaling
once final aircraft painting is completed. This
is a potentially costly requirement as such skills
seldom exist with Museum volunteers.
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This wonderfully appealing young lady
offerred to undertake this major project for us
and virtually suspended her business operation
for days to work on the Avenger as she
proceeded with an absolutely excellent detailing
of this very large aircraft.
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came to our rescue with another excellent
result.
While undertaking these projects she
became a great friend of the late Don Henry
who had developed the greatest respect and
admiration for this fine lady and her work.
Currently Debbie is working on the
lettering and transfers for our L-19 restoration
project.
Debbie being helped by Bob Purdue

To Debbie Ferris-Bates, to Gerry
Wilcox, and to so many others who, like them,
do so much to help ensure the success of the
Museum, goes our sincere thanks.
OUR “HOMEBUILDER” MEMBERS
We have in previous Newsletters
reported on the progress of museum member,
and outstanding aviation artist, Paul Tuttle on
his RV-8 homebuilt aircraft project.
It is, of course, those marvelous
paintings of Paul’s that add so much to the
appearance of the display hangar.
Paul’s RV-8 project is moving rapidly to
completion and may see its first flight this year.

No detail was too small for attention

photos – Frank MacLoon

A big aircraft – a big job
When ACAM was completing its Piper
PA-38 Tomahawk training aircraft she again
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photo - Bill Leeming
Wright R2600 engine stand
Along with this, FPL has donated all of
its R2600 tools to ACAM and to the Shearwater
Aviation Museum (SAM).

photos – Paul Tuttle

Congratulations to Paul on a beautiful
piece of work. Imagine – a homebuilt with a
“glass cockpit”

Duplicated tools have been given to each
Museum and single tools will be held by SAM
and made available to ACAM as they are
required,
`

FOREST PROTECTION LIMITED
DONATION
It is the continuing hope of ACAM that
it will acquire sufficient components to
assemble a display example of the 2000HP
Wright R2600-20 engine that powered the
TBM Avenger. Some components are already
on hand and the remainder is being sought.
Such an addition to our impressive
engine collection would serve as a very
complementary display to ACAM’s “Tanker
24”

This is a much appreciated donation.

The items were delivered to the Museun
by SAM’s Chief Engineer John Webber – our
thanks to John for his assistance.
MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
Museum volunteers have been working
on a number of projects through the winter
months.
Barrier markers

We were very pleased that, on the
disposal of their final TBM, Forest Protection
Limited (FPL) has donated to ACAM a
complete engine stand that can be used both for
engine assembly and, when nicely restored, for
effective display of such a large and historic
engine.
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To ensure the safety of visitors, and the
security of the aircraft on display, visitors are
asked, unless arrangements are made, to avoid
direct contact with the displays.
It has been decided to provide barrier
marking pylons – to be interconnected with
plastic chains.
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A very appropriate design has been
developed and some 74 of them have been
fabricated to date by Bill Leeming and Danny
Price with help from others including Dave
McMahon, Gene Hamilton and Don Hirtle.
Once completed they will be nicely
painted and fitted with connecting plastic chain
and appropriate signage.

photo – Colin Wilmshurst
Gene Hamilton and Danny Price at work – Don
Hirtle and Steve Cochrane in the background
Reg Clarke collection
The Reg Clarke collection includes
many aviation related books and magazines,
some 100 nicely built aircraft models, and a
number of other significant aviation artifacts.
Moving the collection to the Museum
has required the combined efforts of Mike
Garvey, Brian Chappell, Michael White and
Dave McMahon. The items are now being
assessed as to how they can best be utilized and
properly displayed.
Rearranged archive space and
additional library shelving will be required.
The model displays will be reorganized to
accommodate the additional items.

photos – Bill Leeming

Assembled pylons await completion

```````

photo – Bill Leeming

An example of Reg’s fine model work
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Argus Simulator

Tracker upgrades

Don Hirtle and Steve Cochrane have
been putting the finishing touches on the Argus
Simulator and it will be a fine addition to
visitor interest this year.

Improvements to this impressive aircraft
are being carried out by Dr John Christie with
the assistance of Don Hirtle and Colin
Wilmshurst.

The Argus aircraft observer’s seat, from
the Reg Clarke collection, has been installed in
it’s proper position in the nose compartment of
the simulator.

Currently a bomb bay door has been
removed for required repair and repainting.
Removal proved to be a difficult effort.
AIRCRAFT QUIZ
After quick identification of the French
version of the German Siebel “Hallore” Si 204D
in the June 2012 issue we promised one more
test to challenge our identification “experts”
from Frank’s photo album.
Here it is:

photo – Bill Leeming
What a view !
L-19 Cessna Birddog restoration
With the lettering materials soon to
arrive this unique little aircraft will move on to
completion in its accurate military livery
Colin Wilmshurst, with support from
others as required, has done great work on this
excellent restoration project and we look
forward to it fully joining our displays.
Gypsy Major engine restoration
The Gypsy Major engine, another result
of Gene Hamilton’s restoration skills, will soon
be completed as final touches to the display
stand are being completed. Photos in next
Newsletter.
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photo – Frank MacLoon
No hints and no comments offered.
Let’s hear from you!
HUDSON RESTORATION
Work on this very impressive project
continues at the National Air Force Museum at
Trenton.
Some alignment issues have been
encountered and current work is concentrated
on that and on extensive reskinning.
The following photos inllustrate the
extent of the work currently underway.
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The photo of the parked Hudsons was
forwarded by Trenton suggesting it may have
been taken at Debert, N.S.
AIR SHOW PHOTOS
Last summer Chairman Dave McMahon
attended both the Atlantic Canada
International Airshow at Summerside, PEI,
and the Vintage Wings Airshow at Gatinea,
Quebec along with his trusty camera.
In the November issue we included a
selection of the excellent photos taken at
Summerside
Here are some from Gatineau –

Note the P&W 1830 engine in the
foreground as supplied by the Canada Aviation
Museum. A second such engine is being sought
along with two propellers. Also being actively
sought are tail end components.
Clearly the project is making good
progress. ACAM’s Vice President Mark
Peappell is the Museum’s contact with Trenton
and expects to shortly visit the Museum and
have an opportunity to see the project first
hand.

photos – Air Force Museum
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all photos – Dave McMahon

Wonderful work again Dave - Thanks
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MUSEUM MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Museum Website and Email Addresses

Name: _________________________________
Address:
________________________________________
________________________________________
___________________
_________________________________
Phone#:__________________________

Web Page

Membership Number: _____________
Email:___________________________
Single - $25.00

http://www.atlanticcanadaaviationmuseum.com

Museum Email
info@atlanticcanadaaviationmuseum.com

Webmaster – Michael White
Mga1937@hotmail.com

Newsletter – Frank MacLoon
fmacloon@nb.sympatico.ca

Family - $30.00

NEWSLETTER DELIVERY
Do you prefer to receive your Newsletter as:
Email attachment ( ) or
Canada Post ( )
Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum
P.O. Box 44006
1658 Bedford Highway
Bedford, N.S.
B4A 3K5
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